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First episode psychotic mania and its aftermath: the experience of people diagnosed with bipolar disorder

Abstract

Background: Optimal intervention for bipolar disorder (BD) is seen as a priority within early intervention psychosis services. This is the first study to explore the experience of first episode psychotic mania and its aftermath for people diagnosed with BD, and the potential implications for treatment. Method: Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 11 young adults following first episode psychotic mania and analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). Results: Two overarching themes were identified: (i) ‘Changing states of self during first episode’; (ii) ‘Struggling with loss of self during episode aftermath’. Participants experienced exceptional, persecutory and angry states during psychotic mania that led to identity disruption and low feelings or depression post-episode. Some mourned the loss of their exceptional manic self, and attempted to relapse into mania, while others struggled with the loss of who they had been prior to their episode. Conclusion: Results emphasise the importance of understanding identity change during first episode psychotic mania and how that might be used to address identity disruption and low feelings during recovery. This process is likely to be pertinent to early intervention and prevention of manic relapse following first episode BD.
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Introduction

Bipolar Disorder (BD) is characterised by recurring episodes of mania or depression that create profound disruptions in mood, energy and behaviour (Vieta et al., 2018). It is one of the leading causes of disability in young people and is associated with functional impairment, decreased quality of life and increased mortality (Cotrena et al., 2016; Vigo et al., 2016). According to diagnostic criteria, BD Type I is characterised by manic symptoms for one week, and BD II by hypomania for four days and one major depressive episode (APA, 2013). Mania with psychotic symptoms is viewed as classic symptoms of mania (e.g., elevated mood, overconfidence) with the addition of psychotic symptoms, including delusions or hallucinations. An estimated 68% of people experience psychotic symptoms during their first episode mania (Yatham et al., 2009) with 48-93% reporting at least one type of delusional belief, the most common of which is grandiose ideation (Burton et al., 2018). In diagnostic models, grandiose delusions are seen as false beliefs about inflated worth, power, knowledge, identity and are held with great conviction (APA, 2013).

Alternatively, a continuum view of psychosis that cuts across diagnostic categories and into the healthy population is increasingly recognised (Linscott & van Os, 2013). Here, psychosis-like symptoms are viewed as unusual experiences that are distressing or problematic for people in services but are encountered by a proportion of healthy individuals without significant difficulty. Recent conceptualisations include a transdiagnostic psychosis spectrum where psychotic-like symptoms in the general population are continuous with psychotic disorders but can also manifest independently (van Os & Reininghaus, 2016). A wider view of psychosis has accompanied a shift towards symptom-focused approaches and an emphasis on individualised experiences.

Early intervention following first episode mania is important to reduce the risk of episode recurrence and improve longer-term outcomes (Gignac et al., 2015). In the UK,
people with first episode psychotic mania are likely to be managed within NHS early intervention psychosis services (EIS), but there is limited knowledge of how first episode psychosis (FEP) is experienced for this group (Jauhar et al., 2019). To date, no research has explored the experience of first episode psychotic mania or grandiose delusions during first episode for people diagnosed with BD, yet EIS staff have emphasised the need for a better understanding to optimise care (Marwaha et al., 2018).

In qualitative research on FEP, the predominant focus has been on the experiences of young people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder rather than BD (Boydell et al., 2010). These studies suggest FEP coincides with intense emotion that is interrelated with people’s psychotic experiences, including feelings of being threatened or disconnected (Attard et al., 2017; Bögle & Boden, 2019). Loss of control, estrangement and depletion of trust are also core features and may be related to difficult life events and history of trauma (Connell et al., 2015; Dunkley et al., 2015). Studies suggest a connection between emotions, life events and psychotic experiences whereby feelings of paranoia and negative events intensify voice-hearing (Milligan et al., 2013). Overall, this work emphasises the impact of distressing psychotic experiences during FEP, but experiences of grandiose delusions are not explored.

The aftermath of FEP is described as a time of confusion, shame and identity disruption where participants experience a loss of the person they were prior to their episode (Ben-David & Kealy, 2020). What is not understood is how the struggle with identity following first episode may interrelate with the meaning of psychotic experiences, such as grandiose delusions. In the BD literature, qualitative accounts suggest that mania instils euphoric superiority, heightened creativity (Taylor et al., 2015) and spiritual connection (Ouwehand et al., 2018), and can be viewed as both gift and curse (Lobban et al., 2012). No work has focused on psychotic mania specifically and an in-depth qualitative approach is
well-positioned to capture this experience and the meaning it holds for people during recovery.

This study will explore the experience and aftermath of first episode psychotic mania for young people diagnosed with BD. A better understanding of first episode for this group has potentially important clinical implications for the development of optimal early intervention.

Method

Ethical considerations

Ethical approval was given by ANONYMISED ethics committee and an NHS research ethics committee.

Participants

The participants were selected purposively to form a relatively homogenous sample.

Inclusion criteria included: i) Current diagnosis of bipolar disorder; ii) Experience of first episode psychotic mania within previous 24 months; iii) Euthymic (stable) mood at time of interview; iv) Aged 18-35; v) Sufficient fluency in English to conduct an interview.

Exclusion criteria included i) Co-morbid psychiatric conditions.

Eleven participants (8 men, 3 women) aged 21-35, diagnosed with bipolar disorder, and who had a first episode of psychotic mania, were recruited (see Table 1). All had been hospitalised (10 involuntarily; 1 voluntarily) for 1-6 months during their episode. Ten of the participants described either a period of depression (Edward, Alex, Jane, Karen, Steve, Eric and Liam) or fluctuating ‘low feelings’ (Jenna, Joel, Craig) after their episode, while 1 participant (Dave) felt consistently stable. The ethnicities of participants varied, including British African Caribbean, Asian, White British and White Other.

[Insert Table 1 here]Recruitment and setting
Participants were recruited from two NHS early intervention services. EIS staff identified potential participants, who met the study criteria, from their clinical notes. If deemed well, they were notified by staff during appointments about the study. If interested, they were invited to contact the researcher. To reduce undue influence, the researcher conducted the information-giving and consent-taking process: information and consent forms were emailed to participants. It was highlighted that the therapeutic care of individuals would not be influenced by their decision to participate or not.

**Data collection procedure**

A semi-structured interview was developed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith et al., 2009) that aims for an in-depth exploration of participants’ experiences. Interviews were arranged either before or after routine appointments and conducted in a private room at the service by the first author. On meeting, consent forms were given and participants reminded that they could withdraw at any point up to three months after the interview without it affecting their treatment. They were told they were free to end the interview at any time or decline to answer questions.

During interviews, participants were asked about their experiences during first episode, including unusual experiences, emotions, feelings around others and key experiences afterwards. Though the researcher was guided by the interview schedule, in line with IPA’s inductive approach, participants were encouraged to talk freely about their own concerns.

Participants were offered travel expenses afterwards. Interviews lasted between 52 and 88 minutes (mean: 74 minutes) and were audio-recorded. The clinical team were available should participants report difficulties during or after the interview; no ill effects from the interviews were reported. Interviews were transcribed, fully anonymised and pseudonyms replaced participants’ names. **Analysis**
IPA’s theoretical framework brings a focus on individual experience and interpretation and is therefore well-positioned to explore how people experience first episode and imbue it with meaning. IPA’s idiographic and in-depth case-by-case analysis sets it apart from other methodologies, making it uniquely positioned to capture the meaning of psychosis experiences. The first author led the analysis and did not use analysis software. Following the procedure set out in Smith et al. (2009), themes were generated for each case, before proceeding to identification of patterns across cases. The first case was read line-by-line and analysed in depth, searching for points of descriptive, linguistic and conceptual note. These notes were translated into emergent themes. Connections between them were identified to formulate a structure of themes that captured the texture and significance of the participant’s account. This produced a list of superordinate themes and sub-themes with reference pointers to supporting evidence in the interview transcript. The same process was completed for each case. Finally, the themes were reviewed, points of convergence and divergence identified, and the master table of themes agreed.

IPA’s analysis is formed through a double hermeneutic where the researcher is making sense of the participant’s sense-making of a particular experience (Smith et al., 2009). Reflexivity supported an awareness of the researcher’s position, how this differed from that of participants and how this could influence formation of analytical interpretations. As a white, middle-aged, female with no lived experience of BD, it was important to reflect on these differences and how they might influence analytic interpretations, so notes were made in a research diary, supported by a systematic and iterative analytic process, during which possible analytic interpretations were repeatedly reflected on by considering the data, the participant’s wider account and the researcher’s position. This was further supported by a collaborative approach with a second member of the research team (the fourth author) cross-
checking the researcher’s interpretations against the data and their focus during theme formation.

Results

Two superordinate themes were identified, each with associated subthemes, summarised in Table 2. The two themes express changes in participants’ experiences during and after their episode.

[Insert Table 2]

Theme 1: Changing states of self during psychotic mania

Participants described experiential transformations during psychotic mania that dramatically altered their sense of control over others and the world. A key change, described by ten participants, was the experience of an exceptional self, possessing superior abilities. For some it was not stable, and they also entered periods of intense persecution and helplessness and states of angry retaliation. Mostly, their anger was vented at others and the world, but sometimes it was directed at themselves.

Exceptional states and control

Psychotic mania elicited a transformation into an exceptional self, emanating superior qualities and an ability to take control. For some, like Eric, the belief in their extraordinary abilities manifested as a supernatural change:

‘The sun was a recognition of this kind of divine ordainment […] This supposed god that was being represented by the sun, for everything that I was being given cos, again it felt like a gift, felt amazing having all these thoughts […] perceive myself not just an object of desire, but as someone who should be turning himself into an object of desire because that inherently would mean that you have control over other people.’
Eric sees his elevation to god-like status as an ‘ordainment’ that sets him apart, triggered by the heat and light of a deity represented by the sun. He embraces the possibility for change through the influx of ‘amazing’ thoughts, which are a ‘gift’. What matters to Eric is that he becomes an ‘object of desire’ by ‘turning himself’ into the ‘object’ of other people’s. As such, we begin to appreciate the degree to which Eric’s experience of psychotic mania reflects his own transformation, driven by his need to control his world.

Exceptionalism was also a key feature of Craig’s experience:

‘It was an epitome… cos it was the highest point of being alive […] in control felt really like, um, not nothing is real but seeing past the whole, the, like the police and all these sorts of things. I was thinking more like, from a soul perspective, that there's nothing that can harm you.’

Craig’s superior ‘soul perspective’ brings him closer to the essence of the world around him and makes him indestructible. While Eric felt intellectual potency, Craig realises a superior perspective where he can ‘see past’ the ‘real’ appearance of ‘things’. The shift in emphasis from feeling ‘in control’ to ‘there’s nothing can harm you’ suggests a fragility at the heart of Craig’s experience. By becoming an ‘epitome’, Craig crystallises a superior form of perception, but also finds protection from others and the world around him.

**Persecutory states and loss of control**

The sense of invincibility experienced by participants was not stable. Some underwent a sudden change in their experiential world to being persecuted, either by other people or metaphysical forces, and overwhelmed by fear. Liam described his sense of being hunted:

‘There was like this terrifying face painted on my TV, that was like watching me and I wasn't sleeping at all. I thought I was in a television show, I thought I was in like a video game. I thought the president of something like of America was trying to like kill me, kill my family […] I
just couldn't escape. So, I don't know, um, a picture, I guess my own personal hell that I was just not in control of at all.’

Liam is in a high state of alert, living a relentless stream of scenarios where he feels that he is persistently under threat. Although the source of threat changes from ‘terrifying faces’ to presidents, his belief that things are ‘out to get me’ and the feeling of being ‘terrified’ remain constant. Within his ‘own personal hell’, he is trapped by hallucinations and paralysed by fear.

For some, persecution arose in familiar contexts. Dave described similar feelings of fear within his work environment:

‘People were coughing at me at work and stuff like that. So, there were like, sorts of audio triggers, like I felt that people were talking […] everybody's after you, don't know who you can trust. You think that almost everybody's in on it… just so intense, fearing they’ll come down on you.’

Dave feels persecuted by people ‘coughing at me’ or ‘talking’, incidents that confirm that ‘you don’t know who you can trust’. Dave’s perception of work colleagues represents an overwhelming threat that ‘everybody’s in on’ and that he fears will ‘come down on’ him and perhaps even destroy him. Like Liam, Dave is trapped by a fear that is manifest in his delusions and yet remains a crippling part of his lived reality.

Angry states of self

Some participants found their exceptional states were interspersed by overwhelming periods of anger. Karen’s, ‘amazing’ experiences of ‘artistic creativity’ contrasted with explosions of fury:

‘My anger, it just felt like ‘The Scream’ [a painting], you know a furious scream at like everyone… it's like not being understood, it’s like I was in a different world from the other people […] started smashing up plates, like
throwing, throwing them out, out, of the window, err […] I grabbed her
hair and told my mum just to leave […] It was a feeling of being betrayed,
but not sure by whom? '

Karen’s words suggest a dramatic outpouring of inner fury that is not directed at one event or
person, but at ‘everyone’ who makes her feel misunderstood. When she describes being
‘misunderstood’ and ‘in a different world from the other people’, she is not only referring to
her episode, but the wider world where she has a ‘feeling of being betrayed’. However, Karen
is at a loss to make sense of feelings that have no clear source: ‘not sure by whom?’.

In contrast, Joel’s anger was directed towards himself. To illustrate this, he drew an
analogy:
‘My mind is a big house, very organised, beautiful garden, books on
shelves, very organised, and there’s a host inside there that is very happy,
very extroverted. But this house has a secret. It’s got a chamber, it’s got a
basement, and inside this basement, there’s a very, very dark person - beast,
it’s a beast, the beast comes out, and when the beast comes out, it’s
unexpected […]. It closes the windows, closes the doors. It rips all the
books apart and it kills the host. […] The beast is angry it’s sad, it’s
depressed, it’s anxious. It doesn’t allow happiness to come out. It rips me
apart completely.’

Joel describes the experience of an emotional and psychological world ravaged by a hidden
part of himself, which he compares to an angry beast. As his words slip from ‘person’ to
‘beast’, we see the horror of this hidden being who manifests a violent power. He describes
the violence and terror of being overwhelmed by his angry state: all ‘windows’ and ‘doors’
close and he is annihilated. Overtaken by fury, he suffers the loss of his former world. And
yet, somehow, he empathises with this violent part of himself which he recognises is angry and sad, but ‘rips’ him ‘apart completely’.

**Theme 2: Struggling with loss of self during episode aftermath**

After first episode, ten participants expressed a loss of self that left them feeling diminished, hindering their ability to move forward, accompanied by low feelings or depression. The person they felt they had lost varied: some mourned the loss of their exceptional manic self and attempted to reevoke it, others regretted the loss of who they had been prior to their episode.

**Loss of exceptional manic self**

Eric expressed sadness at being a shadow of his former manic self:

‘I just felt sapped (laughs). I felt like, I literally felt like someone had come in and just cut off a part of my body and taken it and said - 'No, this isn't you anymore!' […] I was kind of grieving that version of myself that had just disappeared [after first episode] […] I was angry at myself, you know, I tried bargaining with, or trying to trick my way through, hoping that it [mania] would come back by just drinking some alcohol, um, and I think I just went through those, but mostly it was just anger and a lot of sadness.’

Eric’s declaration that he felt ‘sapped’ suggests exhaustion after the high energy of mania. As he elaborates, we see this deterioration reflects an assault on his sense of self that is so intense it feels like a physical violation. He feels victimised by a vicious other who has severed part of himself and dictated who he cannot be. Eric grieves that exceptional version of himself which is made harder by it inexplicably disappearing. Lacking any identifiable cause, the only person he can blame is
himself. Nonetheless, Eric hopes mania can be re-activated and he tries ‘using alcohol’ in an attempt to resurrect it.

Like Eric, Karen felt that she was no longer the person she wanted to be:

‘I burnt everything I have, as a candle, like, that calm (laughs) and it's - whoof - and it's gone [...] It's like the pure self [...] Like you've suddenly figured out you've got an evil twin, my chaotic twin and highly functioning brain for not doing anything good [manic self], and this is the me, like the, the more calm, the boring other person, because that other one is amazing.’

Karen’s experience of mania brings into focus the ‘boring other person’ she now sees herself to be. Like Eric, she is spent and feels debilitated as she recalls her amazing other self.

Whereas Eric felt violated by the loss of his manic self, Karen’s experience is less clear cut. She admires her ‘amazing’ creative manic self, but also perceives her as an angry ‘evil twin’ that is ‘not doing anything good’. Although her episode has laid bare a ‘boring’ self that she now struggles to accept, she recognises that ‘this is the me’ she must live with.

Loss of former self, prior to first episode

While some mourned the loss of their exceptional self, others wanted to go back to who they were before. These participants were dissatisfied with their current self and felt unable to establish continuity with who they had been prior to their episode. Jenna was distressed by losing her normal self:

‘I couldn't understand what's real and what's not. Where is me? Am I the real me now? The one which is quiet, the one more calm? Or is it me the chatty, bubbly person that I was? [before episode]. [...] All the time saying - ‘I want my self back, I've lost myself and I'm not the same, no, no matter how much I try, it just doesn't come, it just doesn't feel the same’ [...] You
feel so awkwardly horrible about it cos you feel, 'No, no, that's not me. It's not me.'

As Jenna reflects on the period following her episode, she cannot ‘understand what’s real and what’s not’. Her confused questioning, ‘Where is me?’ suggests that, although she knows who she should be, the problem is how to locate herself. Her sense of reality has been undermined, instilling uncertainty. Jenna is faced by two possible selves, the ‘quiet’, ‘calm’ one she is now and the ‘chatty, bubbly person’ prior to her episode. Like Eric and Karen, she has ‘lost’ herself and finds her current state of ‘quiet’ insufferable. However, it is not the exceptionality of mania that she craves, but the sense of continuity of having her ‘old self back’.

Steve’s episode also left him feeling compromised:

‘It was so important to me, like being a master of myself, being a master of the mind [before his episode]. All of a sudden, I've lost my mind [during mania]. To lose my consciousness, because I lost it. […] I lost my complete self, so that’s what I said it was death, lost my past self completely from that [episode] […] That's how it feels to be like knocked down, yeah, I was knocked down, yeah, yeah, I was knocked down I was brought back to earth, I was grounded’

Like Jenna, Steve’s mania has created a severe challenge to his self-concept. Whereas Jenna struggles to regain her old self, Steve’s loss of his ‘complete self’ is expressed in more permanent terms: he feels ‘grounded’, without the resource to regrow. At this point, Steve’s transformation from being ‘master of myself’ before his episode, to someone who ‘lost my mind’ creates an acute sense of loss. In losing his conscious self during mania, he feels acutely compromised.
Discussion

The purpose of this study was to examine people’s experience of first episode psychotic mania and its aftermath with a view to providing insights into the experience, the meaning it holds and potential clinical implications for treatment. Participants described states that dramatically altered their sense of control over the world, in particular others, and precipitated intense feelings. Most experienced an exceptional state with superior powers, and some became victims of persecution or were overwhelmed by anger.

Although grandiose delusions are experienced by two-thirds of people with BD, they are the most neglected psychotic aspect in research (Knowles et al., 2011). In this study, participants described experiences of an exceptional self during psychotic mania that instilled a positive sense of identity and may have helped maintain grandiose delusions. The participants’ conviction in their exceptional self was inseparable from the intensity of their feelings and sense of control over others during their episode. Other work suggests that grandiose beliefs may serve the function of defending against distressing thoughts (Neale, 1988), protecting social self-esteem or rank (Gilbert et al., 2007), or be fuelled by positive emotions (Smith et al., 2005) and a sense of positive identity (Isham et al., 2021). In this study, exceptionalism was seen by some as an escape from a weak sense of self prior to their episode, pointing to its role in protecting from an unwanted or distressing identity.

Some participants struggled with persecutory states that were characterised by experiences of victimisation, a dynamic illustrated in the wider qualitative literature on FEP (Boydell et al., 2010). Evidence indicates an interplay between negative beliefs about self, interpersonal sensitivity and emotions that contribute to the escalation of persecutory beliefs (Freeman & Garety, 2014). This study suggests participants were trapped by delusions, but also controlled by fearful feelings. The range of difficult feelings experienced during FEP encompasses anxiety, shame and confusion (Bögle & Boden, 2019; Hutchins et al., 2016),
but in this study states of anger were seen as particularly destructive and led to feelings of shame post-episode. The perceived contrast between themselves during angry and exceptional states instilled feelings of conflict and confusion that were difficult to manage.

Qualitative reviews of FEP highlight the destabilising impact of identity disruption post-episode with participants reporting a loss of the person they were prior to their episode (Boydell et al., 2010). This has been linked to vulnerability to depression and suicidality (Ben-David & Kealy, 2020). Some participants in this study expressed a similar loss of pre-episode self, but others highlighted a new dynamic, extending understanding of identity loss in FEP. For this group, identity loss was a result of no longer being the exceptional self they believed they had become during mania. The loss was particularly acute, intensifying depressive feelings and motivating risky attempts to relapse into mania. This fits with BD research that suggests that later episodes of mania can instil feelings of despair during episode aftermath (Ouwehand et al., 2018). The positivity of mania creates feelings of ambivalence over letting go of the manic self, causing conflict between the need for stability and the desire to experience an extraordinary self.

This study focused on the period following first episode. Given that the meaning of episode experiences shaped participants’ sense of loss, this study emphasises the need to focus on individual sense-making in addressing identity loss at this time and in supporting the development of a stronger and more integrated self in the longer term. Recent reviews highlight personal identity and strength during post-traumatic growth after psychosis, whereby positive changes develop from distressing or disruptive experiences (Jordan et al., 2017; Ng et al., 2021). Here, subjective explanatory frameworks support meaning-making, allowing for reconstruction of personal narratives and positive reintegration of psychotic experiences into the self. The meaning of psychotic experiences appears key to identity
reconstruction during recovery, whereby recovered aspects of self and the previous ‘normal’ self are integrated, resulting in a stronger identity (Harris et al., 2022).

Clinical implications

Findings highlight the need to make individualised meaning-making of psychotic experiences and identity change a focus of EI treatment. One aspect of identity disruption appears to be the loss of the ‘normal’ pre-episode self. Narrative interventions that situate meanings within a person’s biography and develop a sense of themselves over time, while also providing opportunity to reflect on negative meanings, re-engage with purpose and formulate future identity are likely to be of benefit (Rhodes & Jakes, 2009). The importance of individual meaning-making for clinical priorities such as relapse prevention is also indicated. Exceptional states were seen to have self-defining meaning for identity and interpersonal control that motivated manic relapse; this may be pertinent to people diagnosed with BD, for whom grandiose delusions are common. Here, findings point to the potential benefit of interventions that develop self-compassion, acceptance and a stronger sense of self, along with the promotion of autonomy and self-determination (Hayes et al., 1999).

Limitations and future research

Study findings must be considered within the following limitations. The timing of interviews varied (3-24 months after first episode), and latency may have impacted participants’ interpretations. All participants were managed within an EIS which is likely to have influenced post-episode experience. The degree of transferability of findings to people outside services should be treated with caution. The exclusion of those with co-morbid psychiatric conditions may limit relevance of findings to this group. Although no gender differences were identified, further consideration of gender and how it might influence experiences would be valuable. Further studies are needed to examine the relationship between exceptional grandiosity and the likelihood of manic relapse. While this could be
assessed quantitatively, further qualitative work is required to identify the types of delusions and the meaning they hold. Given that identity integration following identity loss is an important part of recovery, longitudinal work is needed to clarify when and how this dynamic may occur.

**Conclusions**

This study highlights that changes in states during first episode psychotic mania carry significant meanings for a person’s sense of self, leading to identity disruption during recovery. This can lead to low feelings, depression or a desire to relapse into mania. Varying forms of identity loss are emphasised by participants including the loss of their exceptional manic self or the person they had been prior to their episode. These accounts offer insight into the intensity of exceptional, persecutory and angry states of self during first episode and the difficulty of managing feelings of loss and depression, as well as the draw of psychotic mania. Findings emphasise the importance of understanding the meaning of states of self during first episode BD in addressing these challenges and rebuilding identity post-episode.
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Tables

Table 1. Table of participants
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>BAD F312&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Alex</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>BAD F312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Jane</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>BAD F312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dave</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>BAD F312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Karen</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>BAD F312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Steve</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>BAD F312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Jenna</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>BAD F312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Joel</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>BAD F312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Craig</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>BAD F312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Eric</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>BAD F312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Liam</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>BAD F312</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Pseudonym  
<sup>b</sup> Bipolar Affective Disorder, current manic severe with psychotic features

*Table 2. Superordinate Themes and Subthemes*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Superordinate themes</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
<th>Participants Reporting theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changing states of self</td>
<td></td>
<td>11/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>during first episode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i)  Exceptional states and control</td>
<td>10/11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) States of persecution and loss of control</td>
<td>5/10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii) Angry states of self</td>
<td>5/10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Struggling with loss of self during episode aftermath</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i) Loss of exceptional manic self</td>
<td>4/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) Loss of former self, prior to episode</td>
<td>6/11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>